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A SASS welcome to the following new members:

SASS SALES CIRCUIT REPORT
It is pleasing to report that, as of March 15, 1974, sales from circuits

have passed the $ 1100 mark . About 8 new members have been added to the cir-
cuit operations, and they will be added to circuits as soon as suitable materi-
al becomes available.

There is a distinct dearth of soldiers issues materials (5 books sold be-
tween 92 and 100% of their contents), as well as of postal stationery and of
covers of all periods, including officials . These categories sell extremely
well, especially if priced right . NOT in demand are overpriced mint singles,
used singles with heavy or machine cancellations, and any stamps with tabs.

Anyone submitting stamps for sale is : a) reminded that our secretary/
editor still sends 3 different types of sales books to anyone asking for same,
and b) that every book, sales envelope, or cover packet MUST be clearly marked
as far as prices are concerned ; and provisions must be made that items can be
easily checked out and signed for . Also: sales slips must be filled out exactly.

In conclusion a warning goes out to circuit members who have neglected to
pay their 1974 dues to S .A .S .S . -- they will be cut off from further circuits.

Coordinator : Felix Ganz, Apt. 3303, 1130 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago (IL) 60605.

Zumstein No. 45 with pre-First Day Usage ???
Donn Lueck writes : "How firm are the First Dates of Issue as listed in the Zumstein Catalog?

I have a Zum . No . 45 which has a listed FD of "2 .X1 .81" . Mine is cancelled "30 .X .81" . The
town name is not on the stamp so I can't tell where it was cancelled .' Does anyone have any
comments? Donn Lueck, 6238 N . 38th . Drive, Phoenix, Arizona 85019
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POST SCRIPT TO GHOST FLAW ARTICLE	 IN LAST MONTH ' S HELVETIA HERALD

A short note from Mr . Katcher of the Amateur Collector indicates that the prices quoted from
the 1970 price list no longer apply and they have virtually no stock and little hope of
replenishing! Ghost flaws are getting very scarce . Happy hunting on your own!! (Editor)
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POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN
SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN, Pt . XXX

By Felix Ganz

METER MARKINGS, FRANKING MACHINES, &
OFFICIALLY IMPRINTED VALUE TABLETS.

As long as only the value tablet (initially . oval ; then square, in a varie-
ty of types that are shown below) was imprinted on a card, letter, or parcel
(directly or by means of using a sticker label) all mail items from a firm own-
ing a franking machine (or meter) had to be canceled by the post office to
which such mail was delivered . Since most of the firms using meters had a very
sizeable flow of outgoing mail, a few years after the introduction of meters in
Switzerland and Liechtenstein (if not right away) firms could opt for the addi-
tion of a crown, showing the town and/or branch office from which the mail was
dispatched (Fig .5) . Mail marked with both the value slug AND the town crown (af-

fixed in one procedure) could he accelerated as far as handling was concerned be-
cause it was already canceled . The first crown shown under Fig .5 simulates the
double ring cancellations with enclosed bridge, postal district number, and
two bouquet-like decorations then in use in many post
offices ; the second one (Basel 10) has a form reminis-
cent of machine cancellation crowns of the early thir-
ties . The Liechtenstein crown shown as Fig 6 . (in re-
duced size) imitates a crown then in use as a handstamp
in Vaduz . -- But it should be noted that all (red) me-
ter machine crowns show the day, month and year only;
and no hour reel exists.

Some firms elected NOT to use a "self-canceling" crown (and many continue
to use the value tablet only to this day) ; but since there was room for some-
thing else to be shown, private advertising logos or designs were imprinted at
the time of affixing the value . Fig . 7 shows two such advertising plus value

applications, one from Switzerland and one from Liechtenstein (in English :).

Still other firms, space in the machine permitting, elected to have an
imprint that featured value tablet, advertising, and the meter crown, or three
devices in one . Fig .2 shows a relatively early type of triple impression, and
the crown of that machine is a rather infrequently seen type without postal
district number, but with bars in both semicircles instead -- a type of cancel-
lation that was definitely on the way out by 1938 (date of sample) .
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Hence there are possible the following meter imprint variations:
1) Value tablet only (must be canceled by the post office);

a) affixed ON the piece of mail ; b) imprinted on a gummed label;
2) Value tablet and meter crown (permitted en a piece of mail only); no labels;
3) Value tablet and private advertising ; NO crown: must be canceled atthe p.o.:
4) Value tablet, private advertising, and meter crown (permitted only by direct

imprint on letters and cards.

The private advertising "slug" and the crown are removable and/or inter-
changeable ; but it seems that sometimes only one is taken out, resulting in an
open space in the middle . Figures 8 through 12 show typical combinations.

Some of these advertising slogans are rather artistic ; others are strictly
to the point . The one shown under Fig .12 duplicates a recent Swiss commemorative.

The original, oval meter value imprints still are in use in machines of
many Swiss firms ; but over the years different value tablets were introduced.
All the newer models have a mechanism that permits to imprint, depending on the
make-up of the machine, ANY postage denomination . A set of number wheels can be
adjusted to show any value, including fractionals, and the upper limit is set only
by the number of digits . Some machines have three, some four, and some five
adjustable wheels . Thus, at least theoretically, postage up to 999 SFr . 99 cts.
can be imprinted on one label by the largest machines .

(to be continued)
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POST SCRlPTUM:
No sooner had this article been dispatched to our editor than a rather inter-

esting discovery was made . The oval
meter value imprint (Fig.1) exists
not only in the denominations given

	in the March issue of the	 Herald;  it
also exists, as the two illustrati-
ons in this supplement show, in se-
veral fractionaldenominations. Here
are shown two meter imprints by the
machine at the Neue Zürcher Zeitung

Switzerland's most important newspaper, and the imprints were affixed on
wrappers on newspapers sent abroad on an individual basis (such as forwarding
papers to customers on vacation, etc .) . For such papers, the rate was in multiples

of 7½ centimes ; thus it may well be that a 7½ or a 52½ centimes slug may be re-

ported one of these clays ; but 22½ and 37½ centimes slugs seem to be unusual

	

enough to warrant at least brief mention here :

	

F. G.

Not since the disposition of the Maurice Burrus collection, in 1964, has such a sen-
sational lot of extremely rare Swiss stamps and covers come on the market as will be
auctioned on May 14 - 16 by CORINPHILA, of Zurich . The special sale is being held just
a month before INTERNABA 74, to enable connoisseurs to obtain treasures as additions to
the entries they plan to exhibit at this notable international philatelic competition.

Much of the extraordinary material formed part of a property that won gold medals at
earlier shows and was shown several times in Class or Court of Honor sections before
it was withdrawn by the owner and kept in a bank for the last decade . Many of the
individual lots were previously owned by such philatelic titans as Ferrary, Worthington,
Lichtenstein, Burghard, Lehmann and Burrus.

The sale will comprise 2,500 lots, each one of which is a classic gem of the highest
possible quality . The earliest issues are represented not only by exceptional indi-
vidual stamps, but by covers .

	

In the cantonal section, for example, there are two
covers each of the Zurich "four" and "six ;" "Double Geneva ;" also a number of the
"Base) Dove," "Large Eagle," "Vaud 4 and 5," "Neuchatel," and "Winterthur ." The tran-
sitional period stamps, and the Rayons are all included in numbers that defy belief.

These are followed by outstanding items of the imperforate Helvetias (Strubel issue,)
the perforated seated Helvetias plus some more modern rarities . Included. are a block
of eight of the Type III 5 on 7½ Tell's Son set of 1921 in pristine mint condition and
an unique postally used block of six of the same rarity.

According to Jack Luder, head of CORINPHILA, the collection is conservatively estimated
to realize in excess of two million Swiss francs ($675,000) and while there are neither
reserves or limitations on any lot, there is a real possibility that more may be ob-
tained in view of the enormous, world-wide interest in Swiss stamps and covers and the
trend of buying for investment or hedging purposes.

The sale will be held at the Hotel Carlton Elite, in Zurich, but dealers and collectors
unable to attend in person may remit bids through auction agents or directly by mail.
All of the lots are described in a luxury catalogue which in addition to many plates
in black-and-white, contains eight in incredibly faithful color reproductions.

A copy of this catalogue is available upon request from CORINPHILA, Bahnhofstrasse 102,
CH-8023, Zurich, Switzerland .
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Wilhelm

	

Tell

	

Issue

	

1914—1933

	

Part

	

1

Since I started only recently, I might find

many more variations . Before detailing the

different groupings above, first a look at the
most common differences:

10 Rp . red
This stamp was issued in 2 varieties . The

first type differs from the second inasfar

as that the cross-line in the "H" is in the

middle, type 2 shows this cross-line at 3/4
height . The "0" in type one is wider ; the

word Helvetia is 0 .6 mm up from the bottom

line . This distance is 0 .9 mm on type two.

15 Rp . violet

This stamp is catalogued in the colors reddish
violet, dull violet and black violet.

10 Rp . violet - 15 Rp . brown red, 20 Rp.

carmine, 25 Rp . brown, 30 Rp . blue	

The above 5 stamps have been issued in two
different ways, first in the same method as

all other "Wilhelm Tell" stamps and, starting
in 1932 with the so-called "grilled" gum.
These stamps were treated with a light grilling

process, applied with the gumming, to counter-
act the tendency to curl . The grilling on the
back of the stamp, with or without gum, can

easily be seen.

20 over 15 Rp . violet
This surcharge issue was issued with the over-

print in two different colors, namely deep
blue and deep black on the regular violet

stamp . Also, the deep blue overprint can be

found on the black-violet issue of this 15
Rappen stamp.

In addition to the regular stamps, printed

on sheets of 100 and rolls, many millions of
Tête-Bêche and Se-Tenant pairs as well as

pairs with inter-space were printed for use

in the so-called stamp booklets . Many of

these Tell stamps were printed in sheets in
combination with stamps of the Tell-boy issue.

Furthermore, regular issues have been used

since 1918 for official use, to be recognized
by perforations of a cross in the center of
the stamp and overprints with the names of the
several departments and bureaus as well as a

printed cross.

Richard Kissling from Zürich designed this .
stamp of the legendary hero . We all know the

story of Wilhelm Tell . The man who ignored
the order from Governor Gebler to bow for the
hat, placed on top of a pole in the center of

Altdorf. When Gebler found out that Tell was
the best cross-bow shooter in the Canton, he
ordered Tell to shoot an apple off the head of

his son, Walter, as punishment for refusing to
obey the order.

Jean Sprenger of Biel did the engraving and
the stamps were printed in Book print in the

Eidgenössischen Münzstätte in Bern . The paper

used was buff granite, watermark big cross and
perforations 11 3 /4 .

Issues between 1914 and 1933 were in denomi-

nations as shown in Table 1.

The seemingly simplicity of the single

colored stamps does not make one dive into the
adventure of searching for the many differences

and possibilities that are hidden in this
issue. However, do not be fooled by this sim-
plicity as, for it has been found in so many

other issues, there is a great satisfaction in
the study of this stamp.

I, for example, have divided my collection

in the following groupings:

1. regular issues in singles, pairs and
blocks, mint and cancelled;

2. stamps from stamp machines;

3. stamps from worn-out plates;

4. stamp booklets;

5. stamps printed for stamp booklets;

6. stamps with perfins;

7. stamps with off-centered perforations;

8. stamps with overprints (official stamps);

9. stamps with varieties in print;

10. envelopes with imprinted stamps;

11. post-cards with imprinted stamps;

12. newspaper and magazine wrappers with

imprinted stamps;

13. stamps with color variations;

14. cards, picture post cards and envelopes
with stamps of the Tell issue;

15. Wilhelm Tell and related cancellations .
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ANDRES & EMMENEGGER CATALOG of SWISS CANCELLATIONS, 1843 - 1907

All cancellation collectors of Switzerland will be interested to know that the
third installment of the revised and updated Andres and Emmenegger Catalogue of
all Swiss cancellations from 1843 through 1907 has just been published (and re -

ceived by the undersigned . This instalment (which costs, direct from the source,

about $17 .50 including postage, unless you are a member of a Swiss philatelic so-
ciety in Switzerland, in which case you could order the work, postpaid, for about
$12) . It comprises loose leaf volumes IV and V of cancellation lists and prices,
and volume III of cancellation and postmark illustrations, plus an illustrated
index for all planned 155 groups and sub-groups of Swiss cancellations of that
period . -- Paper stock is excellent, and the amount of work that has gone into
these listings is gigantic . Hats must be off to A . Müller of Bern who has spent

untold hours, weeks, and months in updating the old Anders & Emmenegger to re -

flect all discoveries of the last 30 years . In addition to the new groups treated
(including most railroad and official cancellations and markings) some principal
groups so far missing in the previous volumes also are included, particularly the

Group No .43 (156 pages) : straightlines in block letters, one of the largest groups
of all nineteenth century Swiss cancellations . The total size of this group has
increased very much because all straightline marks affixed at railroad stations
also have been included (rightfully so) . In many instances prices are given for
these cancellations or markings on stamps, but also, in a separate column, for
items on p ostal stationery or NEXT TO stamps (about 20% of prices ON stamps).

These new instalments, as well as the first five volumes, are all avail-

able from : BURI Druck AG, Eigerstrasse 71, 3001 BERN (Switzerland) . For total
price inclusive of postage to this country better inquire first at that address.

Felix Ganz .
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INFLATION AND THE SWISS STAMP COLLECTOR

	

by Fred R. Lesser
The Swiss stamp has the second longest history of any stamp

in the world, having been born on March 1st, 1843, three years after
the Penny Black . The Swiss stamp is also one of the best documented
and best produced postage stamp to this date.

Apart from the fact that the Swiss stamp enjoys a veritable
'blue chip' status due to the Swiss monetary stability, for over a
century, the Swiss postage stamp remained a favourite among stamp
collectors everwhere whose traditional intellect derives more pleasure
from the true aspects of philately than from considering collecting
stamps primarily for the purpose of building a 'bodge' against economic
vicissitudes.

Yet, no serious collection can grow and continue to reflect a
dedicated philatelist's ambition without occasional infusions at a
minor or major financial investment es a direct function of the
collector's philatelic passion . On the other hand, the Swiss stamp
rarely failed as a very reliable investment partner thanks to its
relationship to the gold-backed Swiss Franc.

No wonder, therefore, that the Swiss stamp continues to appeal
to a large number of philatelists throughout the world, a number to be
assumed to be totally out of proportion to the 4 million Swiss in
the Confederation whose PTT is the parent to their philatelic
involvement.

In view of the persistent severity of our inflationary climate,
the question is being asked whether the continued upward spiralling
of stamp values may not, eventually, have an adverse effect on philately
in general and Swiss philately in particular . The answer, of course, is
yes . Very much so.

If the inflationary trend continues, and apart from any further
currency devaluations in relation to the Swiss Franc, we will observe
a growing imbalance in the range of Swiss stamp material available to
the average collector . The cause of this imbalance is due to the
overriding effect caused by speculative interests which regard stamps as
just another commodity as a hedge against inflation . The extraordinary
abundance of 'Alt Schweiz' material which appears in the avalanche of
auction catalogues underscores this trend.

Classical material such as the 'Alt Schweiz' offers the speculative
trade specific advantages . Its high value or price ranges promise very
sizeable profit margins at relatively little marketing effort . The
material lends itself to bulk investments without any philatelic
expertise . In fact, classical, unperforated material makes it very
difficult for the buyer to arrive at an assessment without the opportunity
of elaborate and painstaking examinations of the material in question.
Photographs reveal very little - no matter how glossy or colourful.
The seller's identification is taken for granted.

There are considerably divided opinions on the documentation
on the 'Strubeli' series as furnished by Zumstein & Co . In 1854, the
Swiss Federal postal authorities found themselves under tremendous
pressure to effect the issue of those stamps on time and in sufficient
quantities . The paper stock was contracted from two sources, the
Papierfabrik Pasing in Munich and the Papierfabrik a/d Sihl, Zurich.
The stamps were printed by the Mint in Berne and a printer called
Weiss in Munich . Due to the urgency to get those stamps issued to
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the public, there were numerous exchanges of paperstock between the
printers . No documentation or records exist which guarantee that
such stock 'swaps' did not take place . To add to the difficulty in
identifying this series of stamps is the fact that collectors in
the old days, were not too particular about the cleanliness of the
water used to wash the stamps . Copy presses were used to dry and
flatten the stamps . What this pressing did to the thickness of the
stamps paper is anybody's guess . The seller of such material,
especially if he is a relatively well-known auction house, has thus
a great advantage in establishing the 'limit'.

The 'hausse' in Swiss stamps brought about by a world-wide
inflation has also attracted dealers in this Country who never dealt
in such sophisticated material before . One can observe vast offers
under such headings as ' special sale ' or ' special discount offer '
in the US stamp news mediae by relatively unknown dealers or auction-
houses . Some of this material may even be European material 'on
consignment' to dealers here . To buy such material unseen or
unexamined involves tremendous risks . The seller relies on the mail-
order buyer's emotional expectation and the buyer's reluctance to
return his 'find' within the usual 5 days even when he is not 100%
certain as to the stamp's condition, identification or quality.

Beware! Inflation also breeds inflationary ethics . Try to sell your
carefully identified material to any dealer by mail and see what
answers you get.

The Cantonal, Transitional and Rayon stamps are not as scarce
as the trade wants the Swiss philatelist to believe . Very good material,
yes . But here too, identification and accurate assessment are difficult
and prices can be very unrealistic . In contrast to the abundance of
unperforated Swiss material offered these days, there is a most
noticeable vacuum in readily identifiable, perforated 1862-1912
material in mint condition . The price structure of this material
is much closer to the average philatelist's resources . It is to be
remembered that the perforated 'classics' were printed in much larger
numbers than the so-called 'Alt Schweiz' . But the inflation 'chokes'
back such less profitable material and even where such material
surfaces, the auction houses have now acquired the habit of 'Grouping'
stamps together in order to arrive at higher price estimates from
the start.

Since the true philatelist is a mortal too and cant afford
to postpone his passionate interests indefinitely, inflation thus
prevents him from building up his collections and thus deprives future
generations from the type of collections that made philately what it is
still to-day . On the other hand, inflation has produced one positive
side effect, it has brought the philatelist back into the fold of
his stamp club and encourages him to indulge again in the old
pleasure of actually swapping stamps . ..

PRINTING VARIETY ON THE NEW 5 CTS . STAMP
As an unrelated note, collectors of Swiss stamps should take note of the fact
that ALL but five of the new 5 cts . stamps are double transfers . Check your 5

cts . stampmps (yellow: and blue) with a magnifying glass and you will see, when fo-
cusing on the two lines below the statue in the steeple, AND the lowest blue
line of the tower, that all three are completely double : Only on shoot 4 (of
the four sheets forming a total plate of 200) the ninth row of stamps (or thus
stamps 9,19,29,39, and 49) are either without any doubling, or only with
minimal traces of it . These five then, so far, arc the rare ones . Whether the next
print inn will eliminate this situation is not known at this time .
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NOTES CONCERNING THE NEW SWISS STAMPS RELEASED on MARCH 28, 1974
Of the seven stamps released on that date, five are in honor of the Universal
Postal Union's centennial, and two are Switzerland's 197 4 Europa issue.

Concerning.the latter, the commission "Postal Matters" of the European Postal
Union decided to scrap the somewhat stale, pallid, or oversymbolic common de-
signs of the last fifteen or so years and to suggest only a commonmotif. This
year (1974) the motif chosen is "Sculpture", and each participating country
will depict works of art by native artists, possibly in some way relating to
a European thought, or whatever . On Switzerland's 30 cts . stamp is shown a
contemporary sculpture called "Continuity", by the Zurich artist Max Bill (who
also produced the designs for both stamps) . The other value (40 cts .) repro-
duces a rather large bronze statue that stands on the southern end of Basel
city's stone bridge across the Rhine river (Mittlere Brücke) . It was created
about fifty years ago by the sculptor Carl Burckhardt (1878-1923) and is titled
"The Amazon".

On the two large-size UPU stamps (both 30 cts .) one superimposes three famous
buildings in Lausanne (castle, city hall, and convention center Chauderon
where the centennial cong ress will be held), while the other assimilates three
buildings in Bern (Federal palais, row of old houses in the city's center --
with one of them the first scat of the UPU, shown on the 1924 UPU stamps-- and
the new main station/central post office which took 30 years to build) . Of the
three portrait stamps (30,40, 80 cts .) one honors Heinrich von Stephan, one
the American Montgomery Blair, and the third Eugène Borel . (1835-92), Swiss Fe-
deral Councillor from 1872-75, and subsequently the first director of the
permanent, international office of the UPU in Bern through 1892.

Bern 15, the post office connected to the new UPU building in Bern, is using,
for the rest of the calendar year of 1974,a special pictorial cancellation
reading 3000 BERN 15 Weltpostverein. Union Postale Universelle and showing, be -
tween two sprigs of laurel, the dates 1874 and 1974 . This special cancellation
will replace, until December 31, 1974, the current special cancellation that
shows the UPU building .
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